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Healing and Cellular
Transmutation
By Pierre Lessard

T

his powerful book is essential to our conscious participation in the transformation
of human society and Earth matrix.
A Great Work is taking place
in our DNA, glands and physical
tissues, as well as in our chakras
and subtle bodies. A new nourishment is now available to facilitate
this great transmutation process.
Learn what this nourishment is,
how it is made of particles from
a variety of sources, and how to
absorb this nourishment to regenerAriane Books
ate health, access higher vibrational
$16.95 Paperback
frequencies, and best support our
ISBN 978-2-89626-379-0
evolution at this time.
www.ariane-books.com
“The objective of this treatise
on the new particles is to awaken, enlighten and stimulate
humans so they may experience the current mutation process in
an increasingly balanced way.”

Freed By The Light
True Stories Of How The Supernatural Affects Our Lives
By Margo M. Mateas
Angels. Nanobots. Aliens. Helpful and Harmful Entities.
All vying in a triumphant battle for the human soul.
reed By The Light: True Stories
Of How The Supernatural Affects
Our Lives is a groundbreaking
new book that provides extraordinary,
eyewitness accounts of everyday people
whose lives have been forever changed
by spiritual intervention.
Investigative journalist and scientifically verified healer Margo Mateas provides documented medical histories and
amazing before-and-after photos of people released from mysterious, supernatural forces. Their amazing transformations demonstrate how profoundly the
unseen world really affects life on Earth. Silver Wolf Publishing
Freed By The Light shows us how to
$20 Paperback
break free from the shackles of darkness, ISBN 978-0-98-49113-3-2
www.newleaf-dist.com
protect ourselves from supernatural
invaders, and fully align with the everlasting power of the Light.
Triumphant and hopeful, Freed by the Light is a must-have for
Spirituality, Religion and Self-help readers.

F
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My Extraordinary Experiences
Questioning the essence of life
By Viviana Verheesen
An account of experiences that
will stretch current beliefs on
reality and what it is to be human.

J

ust like you can separate white
light into seven different colours,
Viviana has come to understand,
through her extraordinary experiences,
that the Human Being can also be split
into many different aspects and in
unison, these aspects combine within
the organic human form to offer us the
experience of what it is to be human.
Throughout her book, Viviana
shares both the extraordinary events
that have challenged her and her thinking processes that led her
to understand that we are far more amazing than we think we are.
This book will inspire a powerful shift in perception as you
discover just how equally amazing, unique and important you are
in the greater scheme of things. “This captivating book is wonderfully inspiring, very original, and greatly uplifting.”
Balboa Press www.balboapress.com www.vivianaverheesen.com
$22.99 Paperback ISBN 978-1-5043-0424-5 $3.99 eBook

Heal Your Self
With Journaling Power
By Mari L. McCarthy

P

ut the ultimate self-healing tool
right at your fingertips: journaling! Mari L. McCarthy shares her
inspiring personal story and provides
step-by-step guidance and writing exercises for using Journaling to: Overcome
illness, Heal emotional and spiritual
wounds, Resolve inner conflicts, and
Reconnect with your inner healer.
Journaling Power includes numerous medical studies which prove journaling literally unleashes a healing
agent that empowers your life in ways
you’ve never imagined.
“Mari used journaling herself to relieve her symptoms of MS.
In this book, she reveals the full power of journaling, not only for
people who have an illness, but for anyone, actually, who simply
wants to unlock their personal creativity or find some more meaning
and purpose in their life.” ~ David Hamilton, PhD, How Your Mind
Can Heal Your Body
Hasmark Publishing CreateWriteNow.com
$11.95 Paperback $7.99. eBook ISBN 978-1988071213 146 pgs

Order from your local body/mind/spirit bookseller

Books
Walking in Grace
with Grief
By Della Temple
“I’ve come to think that grief is
two-fold. It’s the painful longing
for the physical presence of our
loved one and it’s the emotional
heart ache we feel as we disengage
from these unfulfilled dreams, the
sorrows of what could have been.
The stories of a life unlived.”
– Author Della Temple

The Urantia Book

Spiritual teachings that transform your life!
Over 800,000 in print
**** Four star average
out of 715 Reviews

W

hy did more than 20,000 copies of
The Urantia Book sell in 2016?
Because its transforming message makes
your life a whole lot better. Welcome to
the literary masterpiece that answers
questions about God, life in the universe,
the history and future of this world, and
the complete life and teachings of Jesus.
The Urantia Book puts history, science,
and religion into a philosophy of living
that brings elevated purpose and hope
into your life. If you are searching for
new answers, read The Urantia Book!
The world needs spiritual truth that
provides individuals with a pathway into
a personal relationship with a loving God.
The book describes an endless destiny for
humankind, teaching that living faith is
the key to spiritual progress and eternal
survival. Likewise, the world needs a new spiritual vision inclusive enough to inspire
world peace and prosperity for all peoples of all religions and races.
Part IV of The Urantia Book is the inspiring story of Jesus’ life and teachings as
never told before. It includes his birth, childhood, teenage years, adult travels and
adventures, public ministry, crucifixion, and 19 resurrection appearances. It’s as though
the living Jesus was rediscovered so he can once again free the spiritual captives and
reveal a better life ahead. When you read his story, you’ll find your own life purpose
invigorated and transformed.
This book belongs in every bookstore and on your nightstand.

Urantia Foundation www.urantia.org
$19.95 Softcover ISBN 978-0-911560-51-0

P

art memoir and part meditation
guide, Walking in Grace
with Grief, combines
Temple’s story of loss with teachings
of energy awareness, mindfulness,
and conscious living.
Filled with hope and profound
confidence in life after life, Walking
in Grace with Grief includes many
practical skills such as grounding
to the earth and “filling in” with lifeforce energy.
The powerful guided visualizations
provide comfort and nurturing for
anyone dealing with loss.
Button Rock Press
$14.95 ISBN 978-0996387804
Available: Booksellers, New Leaf,
Ingram, Amazon, B&N
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$24.95 Hardcover ISBN 978-0-911560-07-7

The Parables of Jesus
Complete Teachings from The Urantia Book

D

id you know that the last 775 pages
of The Urantia Book are the complete
biography of the life and teachings of Jesus?
In vivid detail it recounts his birth, childhood, teenage years, adult travels and
adventures, public ministry, crucifixion, and
19 resurrection appearances. It also includes
all 38 parables as never told before.
Life is about stories and Jesus was the master storyteller, as you’ll discover when you
read this book. This beautifully illustrated book brings alive Jesus’ familiar parables
with new and expanded teachings in rich context and visual settings. These simple
stories run deep with sublime inspiration and instruction. This book is the perfect
gift for spiritually hungry souls looking for new meanings and a better life.
$19.95 Hardcover ISBN 978-0-9974049-0-6

The Leading Edge Review is published quarterly for bookstores by:
Sheila K. Andersen Media Associates, 3651 Robin Lane, Minnetonka, MN 55305;
(952) 217-4665; sheila@leadingedgereview.com; www.leadingedgereview.com

The Leading Edge Review graphic design by:
Spreiter Graphic Design, 920-12th Ave. S., Onalaska, WI.
(608) 783-8331; e-mail: jspreiter3@charter.net

Books
New Books by Rev. Marilyn L. Redmond

Road to Success

“T

he last chapter in
Road to Success is
superb in condensing the most
vital information.” - Suzanne
Ward, Matthew Tell Me About
Heaven. This book inspires
while offering everything the
reader needs to find success
and happiness. Save yourself
years of struggle and emotional pain towards true spiritual
growth. Using these “tools,” you can do it.

A Spiritual and
Soul-Centered Perspective

By Carroy U. Ferguson, PhD
2016 Best Book Living Now
Evergreen Bronze Medal
Award for Spiritual Leadership

W

Earth Star Publications
$7.95 Pbk 99 pgs ISBN 978-0-944851-48-7

Paradigm Busters
Reveal the Real You

M

arilyn Redmond is one
of the planet’s true
uninhibited spiritual warriors
on a unique mission to help
rid humanity of negative
forces and embrace the light/
healing desperately desired.
“A must for anyone interested
in the relationship between
spiritual, psychological, and medical healing.” ~
Sidney Kirkpatrick, Edgar Cayce, An American
Prophet
















 









  



 















 





 













 





Evolving The
Human Race Game





Mithra Publishing
$24.95 Pbk 600 pgs ISBN 9781530940110
Both available from Angelicasgifts.com & Amazon

hat if human
nature was
more than you think
it is? What is the
mirror effect, and
how does it help
you to evolve the
human race game?
This award-winning
book provides an
alternative spiritual
framework for new
understandings and
for becoming conscious
creators in our individual and
collective soul-linked dramas.

Ferguson

Tate Publishing
$28.99 Pbk, $15.99 eBook
IBSN 978-1-62902-905-4
Available: Amazon & B&N

The Heart’s Journey

Healing Hearts Oracle Cards
& Guidebook
By Megan Edge

T

he Heart’s
Journey
is Megan
Edge’s journey of
transformation and
healing. Sometimes
in life the answers
don’t come easily;
the only course of
action is to follow
your heart above all
other voices. The
Heart’s Journey is
BalboaPress.com
the tool to help you
$49.95 Boxed Set
open to your heart’s ISBN 9781504339032
intelligence, insight www.meganedge.ca
and ability to heal your heart wounds. In
this beautiful boxed-set is everything you
need to connect to your Heart’s Journey:
• 118 page, guidebook sharing Edge’s
story, and working with The Healing
Hearts cards
• 120 page journal
• Bookmark & pen

BRAGG Health Science Books
®

10 Must Read Books for Health – They Inform, Influence & Inspire!
Also In
Spanish

Also In
Spanish

Also In
Spanish

“Paul C. Bragg did more for
America’s Health than
any one person I know of.”
– Dr. C. EVERETT KOOP,
Former US Surgeon General

“Bragg's easy to
“I love Bragg
follow Health
Vinegar Drinks.
Program makes They are my secret
my days Healthy!” of all secrets.”
– KATY PERRY,
– CLINT
Singer
EASTWOOD,
Bragg Follower
over 60 years

DISTRIBUTED BY
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National Book Network

(800) 62-6 20

NBNbooks.com
Patricia
Bragg,
ND, PhD.

Paul C.
Bragg,
ND, PhD.
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Books
Healing a
Desperate Heart

New Leaf

By Susan Bischak

DISTRIBUTING COMPANY

M

y past
caught up
with me
one morning in the
form of an email
sent by someone I
knew from long ago.
Immediately a flood
of painful memories
came along with it.
For years I’d ignored
or blocked them as
soon as they surfaced, but now it was time
to come to terms with the person and the
memories.
I had no idea that my decision would
lead me on an emotional roller coaster ride
guided by spirit as I explored past lives,
received messages from the deceased, and
ultimately learned a life lesson I knew I
needed to share.
Balboa Press
$11.99 Paperback $3.99 E-book
ISBN 978-1-5043-5576-6
www.susanbischak.com

For the wandering mind, and
the conscious individual.
A retailer’s source
for books and
so much more!

ORDER TODAY! Online: www.NewLeaf-Dist.com | Phone: 800.326.2665 | Fax: 770.944.2313

Crowne Plaza Hotel and
Convention Center
Denver International Airport
New Convenient Location • Free Airport Shuttle
Free Parking • New Events • Seminars
World Class Facilities

More than just a Trade Show for Conscious Retailers!
Friday, June 9, 2017 through Sunday, June 11, 2017
Pre-show Seminars Thursday, June 8, 2017
Wholesale Only – Essential Networking for Retailers, Wholesalers, Publishers, Authors, and Artists
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Order from your local body/mind/spirit bookseller
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Books
How to Manifest Money, Love & Health
Books & Candles by Rev. Simone Lord Inspiring You to Greatness!

I ntroducing the iCan 3-in-1 Candles

made with soy wax and essential oils. Use
for aromatherapy to stimulate your senses, or as a prayer candle to meditate & see
clearer or for an incredibly stimulating yet relaxing massage. 5 Inspiring Scents $20-$25
(917) 720-2485 www.SimoneLord.org www.Amazon.com

Financial Freedom by Faith A Guide to Prosperity
$15 Paperback, $3.99 Kindle ISBN: 978 0692 823392 Ican Ministries

Get Out of Your Cage Keys to Freedom In All Areas of Life
$15 Paperback ISBN: 978-1-63315-236-6 Zen Media

Tapping Into Divine Power & Abundance How to Get the Desires of Your Heart
$11.99 Pbk, $6.99 Kindle ISBN: 978-0-9840379-4-0 Black Currant Press

The Last Castle in Brooklyn Out of the Darkness Comes Light

Are you experiencing fear’s illusion or
are you hopeful for our World’s future?
This channeled book will activate and
shift your DNA into hope, the larger
picture of our Cosmic Ascension, and
“The Light at the End of the Tunnel”.

$19.99 Paperback ISBN: 974-0-595-52992-6 iUniverse

Become a Successful Millionaire God’s Way
Rev. Simone Lord is a prolific writer, whose books you won’t want to put down. Her books teach
spiritual growth and development of your personal power so that you can arise to your greatest self
despite trauma, pain or obstacles. Learn to use spirit to move every mountain from your path.

$19.95
ISBN 9781541379763

Waking Up An Empath
A Year in the Life from Awakening to Spiritual Healer
By Kim Wuirch

W

aking Up An Empath: A Year in the Life of an Empath from
Awakening to Spiritual Healer, is the honest, often comical year in
the life story of Kimberly Wuirch. Having been labeled as ‘sensitive’ throughout her life, Kimberly finally finds out the reason why her emotions and moods are often heightened. She discovers that she is an empath.
Based on one year of Kimberly’s life – from the shock of finding out she
was an empath and learning what that meant, to the journey through spiritual
awakening, and finally to becoming a healer, psychic, and medium. Her story
is relatable to many people who are too afraid to let the world know of their
abilities, or who are only just discovering who they really are.
Kimberly wrote this book to help other empaths realize that their thoughts,
feelings, and sudden mood swings are all a normal part of being an empath.
And how difficult it is for those on the outside to fully understand what life
is like for an empath. In the pages of this book, Kimberly is like the good
and knowledgeable friend who empaths can confide in when it comes to
their own spiritual awakening and the fears and challenges that brings up.
There are not only words on the pages of this book. There is also love and
compassion for a journey Kimberly knows all too well.

Balboapress.com
$13.99 Softcover ISBN 978-1-5043-7168-1
$30.95 Hardcover ISBN 978-1-5043-7169-8
$3.99 E-book Available from Amazon

Spring 2017

Like us on Facebook.com/Leading Edge Review
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Gift Ideas
Opening to the
Mystery of Miracles
Ancient Healing Wisdom
to Contemporary Practice
By Jean Hanna

T

Opening

he healing miracle has
to the
Mystery
been experienced around
of Miracles
the world, in every culture,
Ancient Healing Wisdom
to Contemporary Practice
within every religion and
within non-religious contexts
as well, from ancient times
to present day. Isn’t it time to
take it seriously? Jean Hanna
invites you to look into this
JEAN HANNA
amazing human phenomenon, to investigate the questions we all might have about this subject: How
might science explain the occurrence of miracles?
How do healers heal? This book is a fascinating read.
 













 





Rockin The Moon Press helpwithhealing.org
$16.95 Pbk ISBN 978-0-692-77277-5 Orders: New Leaf

The ABCs of Yoga for Kids
Around the World
Written by Teresa Anne Power
Illustrated by Kathleen Rietz

T

his newest title in
the international
bestselling kids’ yoga
series, The ABCs of Yoga
for Kids, is a wonderful
read-aloud for parents/
educators and children.
It takes readers on a funfilled tour of 32 countries,
sharing kid-friendly facts
about each, as well as
teaching simple yoga poses suitable for children
of all ages and athletic abilities. It also introduces kids to the alphabet and how to say ‘hello”
in the language of each country represented.
Stafford House Books, Inc. staffordhousebooks.com
$22.95 HC ISBN 978-0-9822587-8-1
Order: New Leaf, B&T, Ingram, & Bookmasters

Is Casual Conversation
Making You Sick?
•Recognize your Seedthoughts & Core Beliefs.
•Decode physical sensations and symptoms.
•Learn Verbal Hygiene
to avoid diseasing
language.
•Author Barbara
Hoberman Levine’s
15-year struggle with a
brain tumor led to her
discovery of the
mind/body link.
Resource list, index and 53 self-help experiences.
Info on dreams & drawings by Bernie Siegel.

www.WordsWorkPress.com
Over 100,000 sold! widely available
$9.95 / Kindle version on Amazon
$19.99 Trade paper ISBN D-88331-219-0
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Divine Mother, Divine Father 30 Steps to
By Donna D’Ingillo
Conscious Living

T

his 100-page guidebook uplifts you with
highly personal lessons—
practical teachings from
our Heavenly Parents
known traditionally as
Jesus Christ (our “Divine
Father”) and the Holy
Spirit (our “Divine
Mother”). These transmissions were brought
through by a renowned teacher and are based on
the legendary Urantia Revelation.
Origin Press/Celestia www.ctrforchristcon.org & Amazon
$14 Paperback, $7.95 eBook ISBN 978-1-57983-047-2

“I read a lot of inspirational and self-help books and can honestly say this concise,
wisdom-packed book is one of the best, ever.” Sue W - Amazon.com

By Brian Heater
earn how to change
L
yourself and the world
one step at a time! This
practical guide is designed
to help you obtain the goals
of living a more meaningful
& fulfilling life. Formulated by some of the
world’s greatest minds, Brian takes these
teachings and organizes them into 30 simple
steps to help you live a more meaningful life.
BalboaPress.com
$8.99 Pbk, $3.99 E-Book ISBN 978-1-50437-214-5
TransformingOurselves.com & Amazon

Meditation as A Way of Life One World Renaissance

Rooted in the Teachings
of Paramahansa Yogananda

Holistic Planetary Transformation
through a Global Social Contract

A

Glen T. Martin, Ph.D.

guide to living a
meditative lifestyle,
this award-winning book
by Alan L. Pritz, guides
readers who treasure inner
growth and are looking for
direction on how to achieve
it in an authentic, sustainable way. “One of the best
meditation guides in years.”
- Larry Dossey, MD
Quest Books
www.questbooks.com
$17.95 Paperback ISBN 978-0-8356-0928-9

“Incredibly rich with
insights, wisdom, and
scholarship...this remarkable
book offers profound solutions
to our global predicament.”
- Barbara Marx Hubbard
“This book is visionary
and appears at a time when
the…perceived failings of
current institutions call out
IED Press, 2016
for just such a vision.”
$21 pbk e-book $7
ISBN 978-1-933567-50-1
- Marc Pilisuk, Ph.D.

The Light
A Modern-Day Journey For Peace
By Judith Lambert

T

he Light: A Modern-Day Journey for
Peace is a groundbreaking novel on the
near-death experience that unveils the
roots to a global spirituality. A modern woman
has an extraordinary dream that seems like a
near-death experience. A quest for truth and a
journey in search of religion’s common denominator ensues. While many have heard of the
near-death experience, this book is different as
it searches for the common thread between all
of us in this world. This book is not about the
afterlife or what happens on the other side. It is
about discovering an exciting and new global
context for the near-death experience.
A Modern-Day Journey for Peace moves
us to consider if the Light of the near-death
$14.95 Paperback
ISBN 978-0-9863015-9-9
experience isn’t actually the bedrock of religion
www.judithlambertbooks.com
and the springboard for a universal connection.
Available from New Leaf
This modern-day story melds a multitude of
religious experiences into a visual whole and the essence of God becomes globally and
tangibly defined. This work promises an evolutionary step in perception. Ultimately,
there is a powerful spiritual bond we have with one another… Gods and the names for
God have changed in every era, yet one dynamic remains constant—the Light.

Order from your local body/mind/spirit bookseller
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Gift Ideas
How Whole Brain Thinking Can Book and Audio CDs
By Rabia Erduman
Save the Future
By James Olson

D

Evolve Into Your Ultimate Self
With Whole Brain Thinking

T

he time has come to move
beyond the era of left-brain
dominance that has resulted in
centuries of strife. Our future hangs
in the balance. We can think our way
forward by learning how the brain
informs the mind using the methodology espoused in James Olson’s
book—conscious creative mind
management.
By tapping the power of both
Origin Press
redwheelweiser.com
hemispheres in a conscious and delib$19.95 Paperback; eBook
erate way, we can stop living in the
polarizing extremes and enjoy more 13 line drawings and charts
ISBN 978-1-57983-051-9
harmonious relationships. What was
TheWholeBrainPath.com
only potential can now become possibility. Olson’s breakthrough work in the evolution of consciousness
leads the way to a future of harmony, peace, and equality for all.
“Olson provides an essential missing piece to understanding
ourselves and each other, and charts a path to a more holistic
governance of peace.” — Anodea Judith, PHD, bestselling author
of Eastern Body, Western Mind

rawn from the spiritual experiences of the author, this modern
fairy tale is written through the eyes
and voice of the Inner Child. The
main message is that despite the
challenges we encounter, it is possible
to live a life that is loving, joyful, and
filled with truth.
“Don’t let the enchanting fairy tale
format fool you! This is a book of
supreme insight into the nature of our
mind and the path of self-discovery
$18 Paperback 256 pgs
and personal power.” — Don Panec,
ISBN 978-1-937829-19-3
Publisher, Treasure Bay Books
http://wuweiwu.com
& Amazon
Rabia Erduman is a teacher who
assists individuals and groups in the process of self-discovery.
She teaches tantric and spiritually oriented workshops.

Audio CDs by Rabia $18 per Audio CD or MP3
Relaxation, Meditation, Inner Guidance, and Chakra Meditation

For Round and
Round Yoga,
A u d rey h a s t h e
inspiration to have
a f u n yo g a c l a s s .
Audrey takes us
through the class
using the rhy thm
of the classical
song - Wheels on
the Bus.

T
eaching Kids
Kids
Teaching
M
indfulness &
Mindfulness
C
ompassion
Compassion
AG E S 3 - 6

In this journey,
Audrey envisions
how Met ta
Meditation
can help to
spread love and
kindness to all
living things.

IISBN-13:
SBN -13: 97
978-0988492684
8 - 0988 49268 4
H
Hardback
ardback

ISBN-13:
ISBN -13: 978-0988492639
978 - 0988 492639
Hardback
Hardback

ISBN-13:
ISBN -13: 978-0997014396
978 - 099701439 6
Hardback
Hardback

$
$18.00
18.00

$18.00
$
18.00

$18.00
$18.00

A f u n a n d i n te r a c t i ve
mindful ac tivit y and
coloring book
for kids.

Ac
Activity
tivity
Books
Books

Whether they
a s k a f r i e n d to
join t hem , o r
d o ac t i v i t ies o n
their own, kids
w i l l h a ve a b l a s t
o n t h i s fo o d
adventure. Get
yo u r f r u i t s a n d
veggies ready;
they're about
t o b e co m e ve r y
popular!

AG E S 3 - 1 2

T h e P i l e of S m i l e
Ac tivit y book
w a s c r e a te d f o r
children of all
ages to promote
creativit y and
imagination.
We donate one
book for each
book purchased
to a c h i l d
undergoing
cancer
treatment.

IISBN-13:
SBN -13: 9
78 - 0997014389
978-0997014389
Pa
Paperback
perback

ISBN-13:
ISBN -13: 97
978-0997014365
8 - 0997014365
Paperback
Paperback

IISBN-13:
SBN -13: 97
8 - 0988 492660
978-0988492660
Paperback
Paperback

$
$10.00
10.00

$10.00
$
10.00

$
$8.00
8.00

Ke
K e r r y Ali
A li sson
o n Wekel
Wee k e l o Chil
W
Child
dren’s
r e n ’ s Book
Books

Spring 2017

In this journey,
A u d rey a n d h e r
brother Blaine
spread joy
throughout their
d ay i n a p l ay f u l
namaste poem.

Available
Av a i l a b l e fo
forr p
purchase
u rc h a s e a
att ZENDOWAY.COM
Z E N D O WAY. C O M & NEWLEAF-DIST.COM
N E W LE A F - D I S T.C O M

Like us on Facebook.com/Leading Edge Review
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Gift Ideas

The Birth of Acupuncture in America
The White Crane’s Gift

Anti-Aging Encyclopedia
of Natural Health, 4th Edition

Enter the Infinite

ETERNITY

Angel Works

The Path of Realization
By James Van Gelder

(With Live Symphony Orchestra)
By Anaya Music, AnayaMusic.com
$12.99 CD UPC 015882074261
Available from NewLeaf-Dist.com

A Clear Blue Mind
By Dawna Flath
By Scott Carroll, MD
By Dr. Joseph B. Marion, N.D.
By Steven Rosenblatt, MD, PhD, LAc & Keith Kirts
$11.99 Pbk ISBN 978-1-5043-5616-9
$14.99 SC ISBN 978-1-5043-6810-0 $12.99 SC ISBN 9781504364317 $3.99 E-book $74.00 HC ISBN 978-0-9644999-3-5 Balboa Press DAWNAFLATH.COM
Balboa Press www.birthofacupuncture.com
Balboa Press & Ingram
www.InformationPioneers.com
Through meditation came the
Exciting & readable history including World’s top health reference, model for
www.scottcarrollmd.com/books
guidance to write and inspire
Tired of failing at love? Frustrated by the principles of Acupuncture. Written by
Natural National HealthCare, covers
others to find their true selves.
one of the founders in America.
1,600 diseases, & thousands of remedies.
dating scene? Don’t Settle is the solution!
Don’t Settle: How to Marry
the Man You Were Meant For

Templar Tarot: The Journey

By Barbara Anne Rose
Artist: Allen Chester
$16
Paperback
E-Book
$3.99
Author:
Stephen Dafoe
$11.69 Paperback ISBN 978-0996192910
ISBN 978-1-4525-5445-7
$39.95 / 101 Card Deck & 176 pg Book
Wheel of Knowledge Pub.
www.WheelofKnowledge.org
www.balboapress.com
Order now at
Unique collaboration in cyberspace
Enter the Infinite addresses techniques
Spiritual Evolution, Angels, Love & Forgiveness.
www.inspirebydesign.com.
between
Anaya
Music
in
Brazil
and
and methods utilized for stimulating states
a live symphony orchestra in Prague. A true story of a sexually abused woman.
Email for quantity discount.
of transcendental awareness.

Spirit Answers
(A Primer To Understanding
Spiritual Growth)
By Jacqueline McNeil Watts
Using simple, easy to understand language,
and the “knowing” of the Ageless Wisdom,
Spirit Answers explains God, his/her relation
to man, and humanity’s evolutionary journey.
Without becoming overwhelmed, the reader
gains much insight into who we are, why
we are here, and the salvation that awaits us.
Incredibly enlightening! A must read!
Balboa Press
$8.99 SC $3.99 E-book ISBN 9781504359009
jackiewatts.com, balboapress.com,
Amazon, B&N, and other booksellers

Breathing While Drowning
One Woman’s Quest for Wholeness
By Veronica Strachan
In Breathing While Drowning,
Veronica Strachan charts her 20-year
journey back to life after the death of
her young daughter. She shares her
raw journals, tools, inspirations and
powerful lessons to help and inspire you
to do the same in your own life – in
your own way, at your own pace.
Balboa Press www.veronicastrachan.com
$28.99 Softcover $3.99 Ebook
ISBN 978-1-5043-0317-0
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Earth Angel
Find Your Power, Shine Your Light
A Spirit Seeker’s Guide to Whole(Holi)ness, Freedom From
Fear, and Embracing The Gifts You Were Born to Share.
By Karen J. Vivenzio, RMT

J

oin Karen J. Vivenzio,
Reiki Master Teacher and
Spiritual Intuitive, on a
journey to awaken your inner
wisdom and discover your
spiritual gifts. Born from
divinely inspired messages
received over a ten-year
period, unique insight
into ancient spiritual texts and
common everyday stories is
presented to reveal the sacred
nature of the human spirit and
ignite the magic of your soul.
Practical exercises, affirmations, and visualizations are
provided to help you heal fear
and self-doubt to claim a life
of grace, compassion, and
self-acceptance. Be inspired,
healed, and fulfilled as the
vibration of the angels resonates within.

Order from your local body/mind/spirit bookseller

Balboa Press
www.karenvivenzio.com
$10.99 Softcover
ISBN 978-1-5043-6183-5
$26.95 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-5043-6184-2
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Inner Out: A Spiritual Journey
By Stephanie Klumpp

Karttikeyan Yoga Nidra

Journey with a woman
from her days of being asleep to
living consciously in the now.

By Samyama Flowering Tree
$8.99 E-book
(Also available in paperback)
Balboapress.com
Karttikeyan Yoga Nidra is
for anyone wishing to contact the
deepest part of Self.

Spiritual Balancing

Pillow Talks and Comforters

$11.99 SC ISBN 978-1-5043-7093-6
Balboa Press StephanieKlumpp.com

Find Your Happy!

Simple Suggestions to Nourish
the Mind, Body, and Spirit
By Elizabeth Baldwin-Lodge
$11.99 SC ISBN~978-1-5043-7068-4
$3.99 Ebook Balboa Press
elizabethbaldwin-lodge.com

By Constance Stoner
$14.99 Softcover $3.99 E-book
ISBN 978-1504356480 Balboa Press,
B&N, Amazon and URthePlanet.com

This is a SECRET guide for feeling
HAPPY every day, offering wisdom,
recipes, & inspirational activities.

Seven Observations from the
Planet on the Natural Wisdom
of being and living Happy!

Meeting The Shadow of Spirituality

Loving the Light Within

A Guidebook for Living in the Light Inspirations Reflection and Ponderings The Hidden Power of Darkness on the Path A Seeker's Guide to Channeling and
By Connie Zweig, Ph.D.,
By Diana Burney
By Denise Krogman
Your Own Spiritual Journey
co-author of Meeting the Shadow
$17.99 Pbk ISBN 9781583949887
$14.99 SC ISBN 978-1-50437-058-5
By Caroline Coulombe
$15.99 Pbk ISBN 978-1-5320-1540-3
North Atlantic Books www.EarthRelease.com
Balboa Press $3.99 Ebook
$9.99 E-book iUniverse.com, Amazon, B&N $18.99 SC ISBN 978-1-50437-036-3
DeniseKrogmanAuthor.com
Spiritual wisdom and techniques
Believers will discover the narrow path www.balboapress.com, Amazon, B&N
True stories about real people and life
for healing and self empowerment
Spiritual Journeying and channeling for everythrough spiritual disillusionment
moments that will change you forever
of body, mind, and spirit.
one as a path to illumination and happiness.
back toward the light.

Miracles Master The Art

It’s Time to Answer Cancer’s
Wake-up Call to Life – with
An Inside Job

Healing Medically Incurable Illness
By Nancy Lynne Harris, M.A.
Teaches you how to heal yourself without
medicine by consciously changing your attitudes, feelings, and beliefs from negative to
positive. Includes a guide “12 Steps to Heal
Yourself without Medicine,” to help you discover the exact positive words to think to heal
your illness. Helps you understand that we are
each made of spirit energy, the most pliable,
self-controlled substance in existence, whether
or not we learn to consciously control it.

By Susan Barbara Apollon

“G

etting well against all odds is not
a spontaneous remission. It is
self-induced healing. Susan shares what
changes you need to make in your life to
have that happen.” — Bernie Siegel, MD

GodSpirits United, LLC
$14.95 Paperback ISBN 978-0-9815-0464-3
www.GodSpiritsUnited.com

“Life-changing and potentially lifesaving. If you have cancer, read this book
cover to cover, over and over.”
— Susan Silberstein, PhD, Founder and
Director, The Center for Advancement
in Cancer Education and BeatCancer.org

Books by Linda Seger, Th.D.

An Inside Job:
A Psychologist Shares Healing Wisdom
for Your Cancer Journey

Author Dr. Linda Seger tackles head-on the
uncertainties, struggles, and crisis of faith that she and
others often go through when facing chronic illness.

Matters of the Soul
$24.95 Paperback 435 pages
ISBN 978-0975403600
www.aninsidejobforhealingcancer.com

An Inside Job Companion:
Making Healing Personal
Matters of the Soul $21.95 Pbk 144 pages
ISBN 978-0-9754036-0-0

Spring 2017

Reflections With God
While Waiting to Be Healed

ISBN 978-1942557708

The Alphabet Prayer
Dr. Linda Seger & Peter Le Var have created a unique
book that readers can use for morning devotionals,
meditation, and inspiration to write their own prayers.
ISBN 978-1942557852
$12.99 ea. pbk segeronspirituality.com CloverCroft Pub.
Facebook.com/LindaSegerOnSpirituality/
Twitter.com/Spiritual_Steps LindaSeger.com

Like us on Facebook.com/Leading Edge Review
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The Oneness of Being
Birthing the New Human



Beyond the Waves

The Awakening of
The Universal Mind

By Marilyn Gewacke, Ph.D.
$19.95 Pbk ISBN 9780996860017
Luminous Moon Press marilyngewacke.com
This is an exhilarating inner journey
of birthing the New Human consciousness and the cosmic spirit within.

Universal Lessons

A Journey Through the Afterlife
A Soulful Flute Journey
By Caroline McCutcheon
By Shireen Violett
By Ann Licater AnnLicater.com
$14 Pbk $3.99 Kindle
$16.99 SC ISBN 978-1-5043-6055-5
$15.99 CD UPC 190394247225
ISBN 978 0 9537194 2 6
BalboaPress.com shireenviolett.com
Cul
de
Sac
Mystic
Productions
Ring of Grace Publications
Beautiful, mystical, magical poetic
Perfect for relaxation, rejuvenation and
carolinemccutcheon.com
verses that are mindful, inspiring,
inner-reflection. Hollywood Music in Media Visit the Halls of Wisdom and Healing, and
self-empowering teaching tools
Awards nominee. CDBaby Editor's Top Pick! discover what the afterlife is really like.
to advance universal awakening.

Dancing at Angel Abbey

Books By Margaret Doner

By Lauren M. Bloom

Available from margaretdoner.com, iUniverse.com and Amazon.com

Dancing at Angel Abbey shares the
heartwarming, humorous, and inspiring
story of one woman’s journey into a
realm where Heaven and Earth intertwine, archangels eagerly share their
wisdom, and Divine destiny awaits.
"A deftly crafted and compelling read
from first page to last."
- Midwest Book Review
Balboa Press www.BalboaPress.com
$22.99 Paperback ISBN 978-1-5043-5331-1
$39.95 Hardcover ISBN 978-1504353335
www.DancingAtAngelAbbey.com

CREATING
an AUTHENTIC

PLATFORM
and

TRANSCENDING
the LOWER MATRIX
A Manual for the Graduating Class

MARGARET DONER

Creating an
Authentic Platform
$33.99 SC ISBN 978-153200129
Challenge and expand
your ideas about yourself
and your world.

Merlin’s Handbook

Merlin’s War

$15.95 Pbk
ISBN 9781491717110
Offers a unique approach
to spiritual integration and
self-mastery.

$13.95 Pbk
ISBN 9781475906585
Illuminates “War in
Heaven”and explains how
that battle arrived on Earth.

Whole-Body Dentistry ®
By Mark A. Breiner, DDS
Does Your Mouth Reveal Your Health Secrets?

W

hen you sit in the dentist’s chair, you expect the exam to uncover issues in the
mouth—and the mouth only. But your teeth and tissues that are exposed when
you open wide may hold clues about your risk for heart disease, cancer, arthritis,
reproductive issues, and much more—sometimes long before a physician might notice
other warning signs.
In this comprehensive, easy-to-understand guide you will learn:
• The importance of the mouth-body energy connection
• Which common dental treatments may be endangering your health
• Which health problems can often be traced back to the mouth
• Which new tools, diagnostics, procedures, and protocols are available
“You are going to be fascinated. Reads like an adventure tale mixed with science.” –
Conversation Crossroads
Winner! Global E-Book Awards – Medicine and Healthcare
Finalist, Book of the Year Awards – Foreword Review
Mark A. Breiner, DDS, a pioneer and recognized authority in the field
of biological dentistry, has helped patients from around the globe find
solutions to baffling, unresolved health problems. Dr. Breiner is a Fellow
of the Academy of General Dentistry, a past-president and Fellow of the
International Academy of Oral Medicine and Toxicology. He practices
dentistry in Fairfield, Connecticut.
Visit www.wholebodydentistry.com for free health newsletters, videos
Dr. Mark
& interviews, interactive meridian tooth chart and more!
Breiner
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Quantum Health Press, LLC
$21.95 Pbk, 496 pages
ISBN: 978-0-9678443-1-2
Also available hardcover
and e-book
www.wholebodydentistry.com
New Leaf, Ingram, B&T

Order from your local body/mind/spirit bookseller
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Sharon A. Brunink, Ph.D.

Lessons from My

Inner Teacher
Intuitive Journaling as a
Tool for Growth

The Law of Attraction Bible

Lessons From My Inner Teacher Simply Color for Everyday Living

A Dream-Guided Meditation

Intuitive Journaling as a Tool for Growth
By Diantha Harris +
By Dr. Stan Gravely
Model and the Personalized
By Sharon A. Brunink, Ph.D.
25 Professional Contributors
$12.99 Softcover ISBN 9781452520766
Method for Interpreting Dreams
Softcover
ISBN
9781452581941
$17.99
$35.00 Hardcover
$3.99 E-Book ISBN 9781452520773
By Evelyn M. Duesbury
also on Amazon, B&N
ISBN 978-0-692-41477-4
Balboapress.com www.drstanphd.com. BalboaPress.com;
Discounted $56 ISBN 978-1-138-69333-3
www.sharonbrunink.com
www.lifepotentials.net
A compilation of truth that the universe Learn to access unlimited,higher wisdom
Routledge www.routledge.com/
A one of a kind book sharing how to use
has delivered to us in these exciting days
products/9781138693333
& knowledge through the soul’s
color for support and transformation. May bring calm wisdom for the day’s activities.
of transformation & awakening.
inner guidance using intuitive journaling.

The Art of Surrender
A Practical Guide to Enlightened
Happiness and Well-Being
By Eiman Al Zaabi
The Art of Surrender offers a blueprint for true
peace and authentic living. Drawing on her Muslim
heritage and her wise and careful exploration of a
variety of traditions, life coach and spiritual teacher
Eiman Al Zaabi shows readers how to embark on a
spiritual quest and achieve the ultimate fulfillment
and joy: effortless surrender to the Divine.
Eiman Al Zaabi is a life coach and spiritual
teacher who helps clients transform their lives
and live authentically.
Balboa Press
www.eimanalzaabi.com

$18.99 Pbk ISBN 978-1-5043-4517-0
$37.95 HC ISBN 978-1-5043-4519-4 $3.99 E-book

Infinite Healing

TM

Empowering You to HEAL the Negative
So the Positive Can Flow Naturally!
By Stacie Farnam
There are just some things you can’t get
over, move on from, or forgive. Ignoring
and suppressing the negative doesn’t mean
it isn’t there! Are you going to continue
to try to be positive while pretending the
negative isn’t there OR are you ready to
learn how to TRULY HEAL the negative?
Balboa Press
$16.99 Paperback $5.99 Kindle
ISBN 978-1-5043-2694-0
www.staciefarnham.com & Amazon

Mediums Not So Rare
Psychic Gifts of the Mediums
By Edward Rogers
Suddenly being flung into a messy
divorce, Edward spent his last money on
a ‘reading’ with internationally-known
psychic, Rosemary Altea, changing his
life forever. Never looking back, Edward
continued this spiritual path befriending
many mediums as he now shares with you,
as you enter into the world of spiritual
dimensions.
Balboa Press www.mediumsnotsorare.com
$21.99 Pbk ISBN 978-1-5043-5234-5
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Invincible Summer -

Life, Love, God
Story of a Soul Traveler

Aligning our Powers

By Norman Paulsen

By Dr. Ann J Polya

I

n this heartfelt autobiography, Norman
Paulsen, direct disciple of Paramahansa
Yogananda, reveals the empowering
message that everyone has the potential
to experience God,
and satisfy the deepest longings of their
soul. He shares many
personal and transforming experiences.
Enjoy the childhood stories that
awakened his imagination and inspired
his quest for God.
Sunburst Publishing
Relive the years in the $14.95 Paperback
ashram with the great ISBN 978-0-941848-00-8
yogi, Paramahansa
Orders:
Yogananda, author of www.sunburst.org
& Amazon
the spiritual classic
Autobiography of a Yogi. Experience the
unfolding of Norman’s life journey, with
its times of joy and trial, that culminated in
the founding and building of Sunburst, a
successful cooperative community.

The Art of HealingArt
The Keys to Power & Awareness

By Jacqueline Ripstein
In Challenging Times...Give Your Loved Ones
The Perfect Gift!
•The Art of
HealingArt is a
powerful tool to
transform your life
and unveil your Light.
•Each lesson guides
the reader into revelations that are lifetransforming, a
challenge for all
who dare to uncover
their shadows, thus
mastering their lives.
•This book encompasses our life’s
journey. It is a call to raise our consciousness
and vibrations. Its purpose is to guide us to
reunite with Spirit. Awakening wisdom, it
helps you to transcend limiting thoughts,
beliefs, and habits.

Let’s reinvent our lives! Celebrities do!
• All we need is speed, sense of belonging and
appreciation.
• Communicate and relate well with all.
• We can experience an “Invincible Summer”.
Available at:
Amazon, Barnes and Noble and Balboa Press
$12.99 Soft: ISBN 978-1-5043-5429-5; $3.99 Kindle
$30.95 Hard: ISBN 978-1-5043-5431-8

Order Form
Qty
Title
Price
Total
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Name
______________________________
Subtotal
Address
______________________________
____________________________________________________
Sales Tax
(If Applicable)
City,
State, Zip ________________________
____________________________________________________
Postage &
Phone
______________________________
Handling
____________________________________________________
Amount
E-mail ______________________________
Enclosed
____________________________________________________
Postage & Handling
$10.01 or less – $4.00
$10.01 – $20.00 = $5.00
$20.01 – $30.00 = $6.00

$30.01 – $40.00 = $7.00
$40.01 – $50.00 = $8.00
$50.01 or more = $9.00

All Prices are in U.S. Dollars

To advertise titles in our next
quarterly issue, or order free copies
for your bookstore, visit
www.LeadingEdgeReview.com
Sheila@Leadingedgereview.com
(952) 217-4665

Make check or money order payable to:

$60.00 / Color: Collector’s Edition (flexibound)
ISBN 978-0989380430
$25.00 / B&W Edition ISBN 978-0989380423
& Spanish: El Arte de Sanarte
(www.elartedesanarte.com)
Order: www.TheArtofHealingart.com,
New Leaf & Amazon.
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The titles featured in this issue are current or forthcoming. Please check with your bookseller for
availability. Publishers reserve the rights to change publication dates and prices without notice.
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